Year 3 - Spring 2 Newsletter
Finally we are all back together.
Welcome to an exciting half term of learning.
The following learning is planned this term:
Maths: We will be revisiting our topics on multiplication, division and money over the
next few weeks as it is really important that we have a secure understanding of these
areas ready for Y4. We will start to look at fractions and they will be consolidating
their understanding of times tables.
Literacy: Children will be introduced to the text Tales of King Arthur by
Daniel and Ronnie Randall. This book is a collection of the classic
myths of King Arthur and his knights. Children will use Talk for
Writing to engage in some narrative writing. Spellings will be based on
some of the Y3 statutory words.
PE: Every MONDAY.
This half term the children will be looking at ball skills. No jewellery or watches will
be allowed to be worn during PE and long hair must be tied back. Please don’t forget
to have your kit ready for PE!

Music: Within music the children will be analysing musical ideas and how music is
described and structured with graphic notation.

Science: During this term we will be revisiting each of the topics we have covered so
far this year as a little revision ready for Y4.
History: We will be learning about Medieval Times and the main changes and events
that occurred during this period.

PSHCE: We will continue learning about living in the wider world and what we can do
to respect and protect the environment in a variety of ways.

Art: We will be looking at famous artists who have created collages and mosaics before
creating our own.
Computing: The children will be learning about cyberbullying, what this term
means, how to prevent it and who to tell if themselves or someone they know has
been bullied online. Then we move onto coding.
Religious Education: The children will be learning about the Easter story.
German: In German we will learn to describe ourselves, using colours and parts of our face and
body. We will also look at German Festivals.

Homework
This includes: My Maths which needs to be completed online by the set date. We are
continuing our focus on learning our times tables so any extra practice at home would be fantastic!
Children will have spellings every week sent on dojo, this is compulsory and needs to be returned
completed via their portfolio page. The additional homework is optional . This homework allows your
child to learn more about the topic and earn extra rewards and dojos. Please send in via their portfolio page.

Reading
All children will continue to take part in Guided Reading sessions on Mondays and Tuesdays.
(individual reading will also take place in school).
It is expected that all children read their individual books at home daily please. Please fill in the
reading records to show us what you have worked on/read at home. Before your child can swap
their book, they will need to take a quiz to check their understanding of the text. They also have the
option of using MyOn for extra reading.
If you have any concerns or worries please do not hesitate to contact me via class dojo.
Thank you for your continued support,
Mrs Washington and Mrs Bradbury

